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Investment advisory and financial planning services offered through Candor Asset Advisors, LLC, a registered investment advisor.
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Retirement Planning Risks
• You live longer and outlive your nest egg
• Social security income is less than expected
• Spending is greater than expected
• Investment returns are lower than planned

Financial plans are hypothetical in nature and intended to help you in making decisions on your financial future based on information that you have
provided and reviewed. Assumptions need to reviewed regularly. Past performance is not a guarantee or predictor of future performance.
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We are living longer
Life expectancy continues to grow

The longer you live, the longer the Social
Security Administration plans on you living

2011-2016 data suggests life expectancy continues to increase.
If you were a male or female born in 2016 you are expected to
live to 76.1 or 81.1 respectively

Source: National Center for Health Statistics, Social Security Administration Actuarial Tables
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Retirement Planning Risk & Ways To Address
You live longer and outlive your nest egg
Plan financially that you will live longer.
If your health and family history is average, having a financial plan that
assumes you will live until at least the mid 80s to mid 90s makes sense.

Save more.
Retire later.
Consider annuities if you are risk averse and you would like an
insurance company to assume the risk that you live longer.

Financial plans are hypothetical in nature and intended to help you in making decisions on your financial future based on information that you have provided and
reviewed. Assumptions need to reviewed regularly.
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Social Security Planning
Social security is under strain because the number of workers to beneficiaries continues to decline

Expect the following
changes over the
long run
• Higher taxes
• Reduced benefits
• A push back in the
eligibility date for
benefits

Source: Morningstar, Social Security Administration June 2017 Annual Report
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Social Security Planning

Source: Social Security Administration & Motley Fool

The graph above implies 6.5-8% annual pay bumps the longer
you delay starting to receive social security payments
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Social Security Planning
The longer you live, the more it pays to start your retirement benefit later; the converse is also true

http://www.cbsnews.com/news/how-to-maximize-your-social-security-payouts/2012 study, Individual born in 1950 earning $75,000 a year
Financial plans are hypothetical in nature and intended to help you in making decisions on your financial future based on information that you have provided
and reviewed. Assumptions need to reviewed regularly.
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Retirement Planning Risk & Ways To Address
Social security income
A financial plan may omit or reduce the estimated social security benefits for
conservative planning purposes
Save more
Carefully consider when you start receiving social security benefits
 If you expect to live into the mid to late 80s and have financial flexibility, consider starting to
receive benefits later
 If you are in bad health or have a family history of dying young, consider taking benefits
earlier

Financial plans are hypothetical in nature and intended to help you in making decisions on your financial future based on information that you have provided and
reviewed. Assumptions need to reviewed regularly. Past performance is not a guarantee or predictor of future performance.
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Spending risk
Studies suggest retirees need to replace 75-90% of their pre-retirement income

The replacement ratio
calculates the percentage
of pre-retirement gross
income needed in
retirement to cover
expenses and maintain a
pre-retirement standard
of living.

Source: Morningstar, Aon Hewitt 2012 Retirement Study
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Spending risk
Healthcare costs rise as you age
Average Healthcare Spending By Age Group Per Year

Ages
0-18
19-44
45-64
65-84
85+

Paid Out of
Pocket
$
384
$
836
$ 1,218
$ 2,531
$ 5,542

Private Health
Insurance
$
1,236
$
2,911
$
4,757
$
2,615
$
3,306

Medicare
$
$
279
$ 1,027
$ 9,077
$ 15,428

Medicaid
$ 1,268
$ 1,452
$ 1,161
$ 1,451
$ 5,477

Other
$ 664
$ 1,154
$ 1,351
$ 1,198
$ 2,658

$
$
$
$
$

Total
3,552
6,632
9,513
16,872
32,411

Note workers are now paying ~29% on average of the private health insurance premiums while they are working

Source: CMS 2012 Payor Study, Kaiser Foundation Survey of Employer-Sponsored Health Benefits
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Spending risk
Long term care (LTC) costs
• What is long term care?
• When you need a caregiver to assist you in
daily living activities
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bathing
Continence
Dressing
Eating
Toileting
Transferring

Source: 2015 White House Conference on Aging
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Spending risk
Long Term Care Cost Estimates

Source: Genworth Long Term Cost Estimator
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Spending risk
Long Term Care Cost Estimates
Long term care costs and who pays for it

Potential out-of-pocket care costs are
significant. Dementia is big cost risk.

• In 2015 the US spent an average of
$85,000 for men and $130,000 for
women on long term care.
• The payment sources for long term care
in 2013 were:

• The average out–of-pocket costs for some
that needs long term care is $140,000.

• Medicaid 51%
• If you and your spouse makes more than
$33,000 a year including social security or
have a home valued at greater than $572,000
you will probably have trouble qualifying

• Other public 21%
• Medicare usually only pays for the first 100
days of care unless you have a degenerative
disease or are terminally ill and within your
last six months of life

• If you have to pay out of pocket long term
care costs there is a 8.6% chance you will
have to pay 250,000+.

• Dementia is a significant long term cost
risk.
• The percentage of Americans over age 65
who have Alzheimer’s is 10%
• The percentage of Americans over age 85
who have Alzheimer’s is 33%
• The estimated lifetime cost of care for
someone with dementia is $341,840.

• Out-of-pocket 19%
• Private insurance 8%
Source: 2015 White House Conference on Aging, Kaiser Foundation 2013 study
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Inflation risk
Consider investing a portion of your portfolio in stocks as a way to outpace inflation
& taxes. Review your financial plan horizon as well.
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Retirement Planning Risk & Ways To Address
Spending is greater than expected
Examine healthcare, long term care exposure and insurance options.
 Determine if it makes sense to self insure or purchase a policy

Set aside money for emergency spending needs so you can access the funds
without having to endure unnecessary taxes and losses.
Re-examine what you consider discretionary vs non-discretionary expenses if
spending shocks occur.
Consider changing where or how you live.
Consider investing a portion of your portfolio in stocks as a way to outpace
inflation over time.

Financial plans are hypothetical in nature and intended to help you in making decisions on your financial future based on information that you have provided and
reviewed. Assumptions need to reviewed regularly.
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Retirement Planning Risk
Investment returns may be below expectations
• Stocks and bonds have enjoyed strong investment returns recently but
investment returns may turn negative in the near term
• Stocks and bond returns may be lower than expected over the long term
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Two ways to approach investing for retirement
Risk Retention (A.K.A. Probability
Approach, Invest Yourself)

< Often a mix of
stocks/bonds & other...
E.g., 50-75%/20-50%

+ Less costly to implement
+ Greater chance of higher returns over your
retirement
- You may make bad decisions in times of crisis
- Bad returns in early retirement could have a
larger impact
Source: retirementresearcher.com, kitces.com

Risk Transfer (A.K.A. Safety First)

< A mix of stocks
and bonds/other
< Usually through
annuities or fixed
income

+ Insurance companies assume part of the risk
that you live longer
+ You are less likely to make bad decisions in
times of crisis.
+ Lower returns early in retirement have a
smaller impact
- More costly to implement
- Greater chance for lower returns over time

Probability based strategies usually rely on a heavier weighting in stocks than safety first strategies. Diversification does not eliminate the risk of experiencing investment
losses.
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Investing Risk When You Have Bad Returns Early in Your Retirement Example:
A person retires in January 1, 1973 with $500,000, invests in a 50% stock/50% bond portfolio and
withdraws 5% of the portfolio each year to live on adjusted for inflation
Actual returns experienced from 1973-1994:
Person A runs out of money by August 1994

Reverse sequence of returns: Person B uses the same
formula but most of the poor returns occur at the end of
the period and he has ~$1.8M by 1994

Source: Morningstar
Stocks are represented by the Ibbotson® Large Company Stock Index. Bonds are represented by the five-year U.S. government bond, and inflation by the Consumer Price
Index. Each monthly withdrawal is adjusted for inflation. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. This is for illustrative purposes only and not indicative of any
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investment. An investment cannot be made directly in an index.

Key investment concept: Investment return dispersion narrows over time
The risk associated with enduring poor returns early in your retirement occurs because higher
returning assets are more volatile and can endure bigger declines in the short run
Source:
Morningstar/Ibbotson
Past performance does not guarantee
future results. Each bar shows the
range of compound annual returns
and CAGR for each asset class from
1926-2017.
Small stocks are represented by the
Ibbotson® Small Company Stock
Index. Large stocks are represented
by the Ibbotson® Large Company
Stock Index. Government bonds are
represented by the 20-year U.S.
government bond, and Treasury bills
by the 30-day U.S. Treasury bill.
An investment cannot be made
directly in an index. The data assumes
reinvestment of all income and does
not account for taxes or transaction
costs.

“In the short run, the market is a voting machine but in the long run, it is a weighing machine.” ― Benjamin Graham
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The longer your time horizon, the greater likelihood you will not lose
move in stocks over time and outpace other assets

Source: Morningstar
Past performance does not guarantee future results. Assumes reinvestment of income and no transaction costs or taxes. This data is for illustrative purposes only and not
indicative of any investment. An investment cannot be made directly in an index.
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Sustainable spending withdrawal rates (defined as the % of your portfolio that you can
draw from annually for the rest of your life) have varied over time with asset class returns.

Source: Morningstar
Initial starting values in the graph for the three portfolios are assumed to be $500,000. Rolling period returns are a series of overlapping, contiguous periods of returns. Stocks are
represented by the Ibbotson® Large Company Stock Index. Bonds are represented by the five-year U.S. government bond, and fees from Morningstar. All withdrawal rates are represented by
an inflation-adjusted percentage of the starting portfolio balance that, if withdrawn in each of the 30 years of the hypothetical retirement horizon, would have resulted in an ending portfolio
balance of $0. Inflation represented by the Consumer Price Index. Annual fees of 0.69% for stocks and 0.57% for bonds were assumed. Stocks are not guaranteed and have been more
volatile than other asset classes. Government bonds are guaranteed by the full faith and credit of the United States government as to the timely payment of principal and interest, while
stocks are not guaranteed and have been more volatile than bonds.
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Risk retention/invest yourself based retirement planning
Consider asset diversification especially as your time horizon shortens because you have
less time to recover from a downturn.
Annual Returns in Down Stock Markets

Year

S&P 500

10-year T. Bond

Year

S&P 500

10-year T. Bond

1929
1930
1931
1932
1934
1937
1939
1940
1941
1946
1953
1957

-8.3%
-25.1%
-43.8%
-8.6%
-1.2%
-35.3%
-1.1%
-10.7%
-12.8%
-8.4%
-1.2%
-10.5%

4.2%
4.5%
-2.6%
8.8%
8.0%
1.4%
4.4%
5.4%
-2.0%
3.1%
4.1%
6.8%

1962
1966
1969
1973
1974
1977
1981
1990
2000
2001
2002
2008

-8.8%
-10.0%
-8.2%
-14.3%
-25.9%
-7.0%
-4.7%
-3.1%
-9.0%
-11.8%
-22.0%
-36.6%

5.7%
2.9%
-5.0%
3.7%
2.0%
1.3%
8.2%
6.2%
16.7%
5.6%
15.1%
20.1%

Entire Period of US Stock Market Declines
Average
-16.0%
4.0%
Median
-10.7%
4.2%

Bonds fare
relatively
well in
stock bear
markets
Past performance
does not guarantee
future results.

Bear Markets (Stocks down greater than 20%)
Average
-31.5%
6.8%
Median
-30.6%
3.3%
Source: NYU Study on U.S. Investment Returns 1926-2016
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Ways to address the risk of having poor investment returns
early in your retirement
Set your spending withdrawal rate each year as a % of your previous year’s
investment balance and adjust the money withdrawal rate accordingly.
• Thus as a bear market occurs you will pull back your spending proportionally with how much
your investment portfolio falls
• See the appendix for more details

Set a low spending withdrawal rate that can endure market cycles
Consider diversifying across asset classes so your investment return dispersion
falls low enough so the probability you don’t run out of money is optimized for
• A short term bear market
• Lower investment returns over longer periods of time
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Investment
Backdrop:
US economic expansions
usually occur for 3-6 years.
The chart on the right
highlights business
expansions since 1857. This
economic expansion has
gone on for 9.9 years.
Source: National Bureau of Economic Research 9/20/10
publication
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Bond prices, which move inversely to bond yields, are near
historic highs --- Yields are shown below

Source: Y Charts
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Assumes reinvestment of income and no transaction costs or taxes. This is for illustrative purposes
only and not indicative of any investment. An investment cannot be made directly in an index.
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This stock bull market is longer than average by historical standards
S&P Bull Market History By Calendar Year
Bull Market Start
1933
1942
1947
1958
1963
1971
1975
1988
2003
2009

Bull Market End
1937
1946
1956
1962
1969
1974
1987
2001
2008
Ongoing

# of Years
4
4
9
4
6
3
12
13
5
9.4

Average
Median
Current

This Bull Market Rally
Year
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019 YTD

Annual Return
26.5%
15.1%
2.1%
16.0%
32.4%
13.7%
1.4%
12.0%
21.8%
-4.6%
17.8%

6.9
5.5

Total Return

403.7%

9.4

CAGR

14.5%

Data Through 4/30/19, CAGR= Constant Annual Growth Rate

Source: Y Charts, Morningstar
The bull market is defined as the time period when S&P returns started positive and then didn’t decline by more than 20% within a subsequent year.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Assumes reinvestment of income and no transaction costs or taxes. This is for illustrative purposes
only and not indicative of any investment. An investment cannot be made directly in an index.
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Stock bear markets often occur around recessions

The bull market is defined as the time period when S&P returns started positive and then didn’t decline by more than 20% within a subsequent year.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Assumes reinvestment of income and no transaction costs or taxes. This is for illustrative purposes
only and not indicative of any investment. An investment cannot be made directly in an index.
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Stocks are near fair value today. We expect 5-7% annual
returns in stocks the next five years.
US Cyclically Adjusted P/E Ratios are above historic averages

Source: Y Charts, Robert Shiller
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Assumes reinvestment of income and no transaction costs or taxes. This is for illustrative purposes
only and not indicative of any investment. An investment cannot be made directly in an index.
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Stock bear markets usually don’t last that long

The average
bear market
is only ~7
months and
declines 32%

Source: S&P and Y Charts
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Assumes reinvestment of income and no transaction costs or taxes. This is for illustrative purposes only and not indicative
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of any investment. An investment cannot be made directly in an index.

Stock bear markets are often followed by extended rallies and the
probability of losing money falls dramatically over time
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The Power of Saving Early & Compounding is Very Compelling

Financial plans are hypothetical in nature and intended to help you in making decisions on your financial future based on information that you have provided
and reviewed. Assumptions need to reviewed regularly.
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So how do you prepare for a stock bear market
and/or the potential lower investment returns?
• Recognize
 The stock bull market, bond market and
economic cycle are long in the tooth
 Most bear markets are relatively short in
duration
 Most market timing strategies fall short

• Conduct
 Stress test analysis to see if you can endure bear
markets and lower returns with your present
asset allocation

• Plan & Prepare
 For lower returns by saving money
 Setting enough money aside for spending spikes
 Use a fixed spending withdrawal % if your budget
allows
 Set a low enough spending withdrawal rate to
endure market cycles
 Adjust your asset allocation to optimize the
potential that you will not run out of money

Source: All is Lost movie
Financial plans are hypothetical in nature and intended to help you in making decisions on your financial future based on information that you have
provided and reviewed. Assumptions need to reviewed regularly.
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1250 Capital of Texas Highway South
Building 3, Suite 400
Austin, Texas 78746
512 522-8501
www.candorassetadvisors.com
Investment advisory and financial planning services offered through Candor Asset Advisors, LLC, a registered investment advisor.
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Disclosures
• Investment advisory and financial planning services offered through
Candor Asset Advisors, LLC, a registered investment advisor.
• Past performance is not a guarantee or predictor of future performance.
• Financial plans are hypothetical in nature and intended to help you in
making decisions on your financial future based on information that you
have provided and reviewed. Assumptions need to reviewed regularly.
• Stocks are not guaranteed and have been more volatile than other asset
classes. Government bonds and Treasury bills are guaranteed by the full
faith and credit of the United States government as to the timely payment
of principal and interest, while stocks are not guaranteed and have been
more volatile than the other asset classes.
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